Be an

emotions
detective
This game is for 2 or more players. Print and cut out the scenario cards. Fold them and put them in a pot or a
hat. Taking turns, each player selects a card at random.
Think about how you would feel in the scenario. Show the emotion in your face and act it out. Remember you
can’t talk. The other players have to guess what the emotion is.
Keep score -

Scoring:

3 points – guessing the emotion
5 points – guessing the scenario

The winner is the person with the most points.

Watching a scary movie

Hitting a ball through a neighbour’s
window

Fighting over a toy with your brother or
sister

Saying goodbye to someone you will miss

Going on a rollercoaster

Scoring a goal in football

Letting in a goal

Flying on an aeroplane

Riding in a hot air balloon

Breaking your favourite toy

Learning to ride a bike

Falling off your bike

Holding a baby

Smelling dad’s stinky socks!

Not getting invited to a friend’s party

Being caught speaking in assembly

Watching a scary movie

Forgetting your homework

Performing in a play

Getting dropped off for your first day
back at school

Losing a game

Eating your favourite sweet

Going to the dentist

Playing a computer game

Friends not wanting to play your game

Learning to dive

Waking up on your birthday

Not being able to do your school work

Being teased by your brother or sister

Tired out after a busy day

Touching an earthworm

Smelling dad’s smelly sock

Someone jumping out and saying BOO! at
you

Playing with your pet

Not being able to get past Level 1 on
your computer game

Missing your favourite TV program

Flooding the bathroom

Breaking a friend’s toy

Tripping up

Falling out with a friend

Losing your phone

Dropping your ice-cream

Eating brussel sprouts

Finding a spider in your room

